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Linguistic interaction

Dialogue is the primary setting for language acquisition and use:

• spontaneous and online: disfluent, fragmentary
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Linguistic interaction

Dialogue is the primary setting for language acquisition and use:

• spontaneous and online: disfluent, fragmentary
• multi-agent: requires coordination (joint action)
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Linguistic interaction
A transcript fragment from the Switchboard corpus:

B.52 utt1: Yeah, /
B.52 utt2: [it’s,+ it’s] fun getting together with immediate family./
B.52 utt3: A lot of my cousins are real close /
B.52 utt4: {C and} we always get together during holidays and

weddings and stuff like that, /
A.53 utt1: {F Uh, } those are the ones that are in Texas? /
B.54 utt1: # {F Uh, } no, # /
A.55 utt1: # {C Or } you # go to Indiana on that? /
B.56 utt1: the ones in Indiana, /
B.56 utt2: uh-huh. /
A.57 utt1: Uh-huh, /
A.57 utt2: where in Indiana? /
B.58 utt1: Lafayette. /
A.59 utt1: Lafayette, I don’t know where, /
A.59 utt2: I used to live in Indianapolis. /
B.60 utt1: Yeah, /
B.60 utt2: it’s a little north of Indianapolis, about an hour. /
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Overview of topics

• timing coordination – turn taking
• meaning coordination – dialogue acts and grounding
• style coordination - alignment and adaptation
• language acquisition in interaction

Slides, links to references, data sources, etc:

http://www.illc.uva.nl/~raquel/teaching/nasslli2016/
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Timing coordination: turn taking

Dialogue participants do not only need to make decisions about
what to say, but also about when to say it  timing

Outline for this topic:

• Empirical observations: how turn taking works
• Models of turn taking
• Semiotics of timing
• Development and turn taking
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Turn taking: the facts

• Turn-taking is one of the fundamental organisational
principles of conversation.

• Learned early: within the first 2 years of life
• There are some individual and cultural differences
• But also strong universal patterns: tendency to minimize both
overlaps and gaps between turns
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Distribution of turn transition length in milliseconds in 10 languages:

Stivers et al. (2009) Universals and cultural variation in turn-taking in conversation, Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences of the United States of America (PNAS).
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Turn taking: the facts

Turn-taking happens very smoothly:

• Overlaps are rare: on average, less than 5% of speech
(although there can be a lot of variation).

• Inter-turn pauses are very short: ∼ 200ms (less than 500ms.)
I even shorter than some intra-turn pauses
I shorter than the motor-planning needed to produce the next

utterance

 Turn-taking can’t be a reaction to silence

Sacks, Schegloff, & Jefferson, A simplest systematics for the organization of turn-taking in conversation, 1974.
Duncan, Some signals and rules for taking speaking turns in conversations. Journal of Personality and Social
Psychology, 23(2):283–292, 1972.
Holler, Kendrick, Casillas & Levinson (editors), Turn-Taking in Human Communicative Interaction, Frontiers in
Psychology, 2015.
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Turn taking: the facts

Seminal work on turn taking within the framework of Conversation Analysis:
Sacks, Schegloff, & Jefferson (1974) A simplest systematics for the organization of turn-taking in conversation.

Main empirical observations:

(a) Overwhelmingly, one party talks at a time.
(b) Occurrences of more than one speaker at a time are common, but brief.
(c) Transitions (from one turn to the next) with no gap and no overlap are
common. Together with transitions characterized by slight gap or slight overlap,
they make up the vast majority of transitions.
(d) Turn size is not fixed, but varies.
(e) What parties say is not specified in advance.
(f) Turn-allocation techniques are obviously used. A current speaker may select a
next speaker (as when he addresses a question to another party); or parties may
self-select in starting to talk.
(g) Repair mechanisms exist for dealing with turn-taking errors and violations; e.g.,
if two parties find themselves talking at the same time, one of them will stop
prematurely, thus, repairing the trouble.
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Models of turn taking

• Models based on prediction:
anticipation of the end of the turn.

• Models based on reaction:
response to signal indicating turn yielding.
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Turn taking models: prediction

The CA model by Sacks et al. (1974) emphasises anticipation:
• Turns consist of turn constructional units (TCUs) with

projectable points that can be predicted beforehand.
• Such projectable points act as transition relevance places
(TRPs) where turn transitions are relevant.

Three rules govern the expected behaviour at TRPs:
1. if devices to select a next speaker (e.g. questions, gaze, naming) are

used, the current speaker stops and the selected speaker takes the turn;
2. else, any other speaker may take the turn (may self-select),
3. if no other party takes the turn, then the current speaker may

continue.
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Turn taking models: reaction

Duncan and colleagues proposed a system of turn-yielding clues:
the likelihood of a speaker change increases linearly with the
number of indicators jointly displayed.
Duncan (1972). Some signals and rules for taking speaking turns in conversations. Journal of Personality and Social
Psychology, 23(2):283–292.

• turn yielding: syntactic closure / pragmatic completion plus acoustic
information (rising/falling intonation; faster speaking rate); . . .

• turn-holding: syntactic incompletion plus prosodic patterns signal;
word fragments and filled pauses.

• From the listener’s side: turn requesting and backchannelling cues.
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Turn taking models: prediction vs. reaction

Recent research has aimed at making all these notions more
precise: large scale studies and implementation in dialogue systems.
There is a large amount of literature . . .
Gravano and Hirshberg (2011) Turn-taking cues in task-oriented dialogue, Computer Speech & Processing, 5(3).

Magyari and de Ruiter (2012) Prediction of Turn-Ends Based on Anticipation of Upcoming Words, Frontiers in Psych.

Prediction-based models are the most common in
psycholinguistics. But discussion is ongoing . . .
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Evidence for the models
Mattias Heldner and Jens Edlund (2010), Pauses, gaps and overlaps in conversation, Journal of Phonetics, 38:555–568.

• Aim to challenge claims about precision timing in turn-taking
I “no-gap / no-overlap”  turn-taking must rely solely on the

ability to anticipate upcoming turn-endings
• Three corpora: Dutch, Swedish and Scottish English

recorded under four different conditions: familiar and unfamiliar
speakers with and without eye contact. Sixty-four speakers (32
female and 32 male) are represented in the data. Each speaker
participated in four dialogues, twice as instruction giver, twice as
instruction follower, once in each case with his or her familiar
partner, once with an unfamiliar partner. Half of the dialogues were
recorded with eye contact and the other half without eye contact
(Anderson et al., 1991). There was a good acoustic separation of the
speaker channels. As in the case of the Spoken Dutch corpus, the
HCRC Map Task Corpus allows for comparisons between different
conditions, but also here we chose not to subdivide the dataset.
However, see (Bull & Aylett, 1998) for a number of such analyses on
these data. Although there are various kinds of mark-up and
segmentations available for this corpus, the data on between- and
within-speaker intervals presented in the present study were
derived by us using a computational model of interaction.

The analyses of pauses, gaps and overlaps in Swedish, finally,
were based on the Swedish Map Task Corpus (Helgason, 2002,
2006) designed as a Swedish counterpart to the HCRC Map Task
Corpus. Eight speakers, five females and three males, are
represented in this corpus. The speakers formed four pairs, three
female–male pairs and one female–female pair. Each speaker
acted as instruction giver and follower at least once, and no
speaker occurred in more than one pair. The corpus includes ten
such dialogues, the total duration of which is approximately 2 h
and 18 min. The dialogues were recorded in an anechoic room,
using close-talking microphones, with the subjects facing away
from each other (i.e. without eye contact), and with acceptable
acoustic separation of the speaker channels.

3.2. Procedures

Pauses, gaps and overlaps were operationally defined in terms of
a computational model of interaction. This interaction model is
computationally simple yet powerful and uses boundaries in the
conversation flow, defined by the relative timing of speech from the
participants in the conversation, as the only source of information.
In particular, we annotate every instant in a dialogue with an
explicit interaction state label; states describe the joint vocal
activity of both speakers, building on a tradition of computational
models of interaction (e.g. Brady, 1968; Dabbs & Ruback, 1984,

1987; Jaffe & Feldstein, 1970; Laskowski & Shriberg, 2009; Norwine
& Murphy, 1938; Raux & Eskenazi, 2009; Sellen, 1995). We note
that, importantly, each participant’s vocal activity is a binary
variable, such that for example backchannel speech (Yngve, 1970) is
not treated differently from other speech. This distinguishes our
model from the ones where manual annotations are used to identify
turns continuing across silences and intervening speech from other
speakers, and where these labels are subsequently used to classify
these cases as within-speaker events (e.g. Sellen, 1995; ten Bosch
et al., 2005; Weilhammer & Rabold, 2003). We use the resulting
conversation state labels to extract the durations of the states. The
procedure involves three steps, as depicted in Fig. 1.

First, we perform vocal activity detection, individually for each
speaker, using VADER from the CMU Sphinx Project (‘‘The CMU
Sphinx Group Open Source Speech Recognition Engines,’’ n.d.). This
produces a labeling of each 10 ms frame, for each speaker, as either
SPEECH or SILENCE, resulting in a maximum temporal resolution of 10 ms.
VADER bridges silences of less than 180 ms, so that the smallest pause
duration present in VADER output is 180 ms. Gap durations, on the
other hand, are defined as silences between the offset of one person’s
speech and the onset of another’s, making the minimal detectable gap
duration 10 ms, see Fig. 2. The 180 ms bridging minimizes the risk of
mistaking stop closures for pauses. An analysis of automatic
segmentations of about 13,000 voiceless stops collected within the
GROG project (see e.g. Heldner & Megyesi, 2003; Sjölander & Heldner,
2004) showed that 99.2% of the stop closures had a duration of less
than 180 ms. VADER also bridges very short stretches of speech, so
that any detected talkspurt of less than 90 ms is removed which
minimizes the risk for mistaking noise (e.g. raps, knocks) for speech.

Second, at each instant, the SPEECH and SILENCE states of the two
speakers are combined to derive a four-class label of the
communicative state of the conversation, describing both speak-
ers’ activity, from the point of view of each speaker. The four
states we consider include SELF, OTHER, NONE and BOTH. For example,
from the point of view of speaker 1 (SP1), the state is SELF if SP1 is
speaking and speaker 2 (SP2) is not; it is OTHER if SP1 is silent and SP2

is speaking, NONE if neither speaker is speaking, and BOTH if both
are. The process of defining communicative states from the point
of view of speaker 2 is similar; we illustrate this process for both
speakers in the middle panel of Fig. 1.

Finally, in a third step (comprising a third pass of the data, for
illustration purposes), the NONE and BOTH states from Step 2 are
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SP2 OVERLAPB

SILENCE

SILENCE

SPEECH SILENCESPEECH SPEECH

SILENCESPEECH SILENCESPEECH

SP1

SP2

BOTH

BOTH

NONE

NONESELF OTHER SELF BOTH SELF NONE SELF

OTHER SELF OTHER BOTH OTHER NONE OTHER

SP1

SP2

PAUSE

1. VOICE ACTIVITY DETECTION

2. COMMUNICATIVE STATE CLASSIFICATION

3. SILENCE AND OVERLAP CLASSIFICATION

time

Fig. 1. Illustration of how gaps, overlaps (OVERLAPB), pauses, and within-speaker overlaps (OVERLAPW) are defined and classified in the interaction model. The illustration
shows all three steps (as in the text) from the perspectives of both speaker 1 (SP1) and speaker 2 (SP2).

M. Heldner, J. Edlund / Journal of Phonetics 38 (2010) 555–568560

• Within-speaker overlap not considered in this study
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Results

Mattias Heldner and Jens Edlund (2010), Pauses, gaps and overlaps in conversation, Journal of Phonetics, 38:555–568.

perceptible gap (e.g. Walker & Trimboli, 1982), we observed
that about 14–19% of all gaps were shorter than 200 ms, and
furthermore that 55–59% of all between-speaker intervals were
either not noticeable gaps, or overlaps. Unfortunately, we are not
aware of any studies of any corresponding threshold of detection
for overlaps.

The cumulative distribution above the 200 ms threshold was
also of interest, as it represented the cases where reaction to
cessation of speech might be relevant given published minimal
reaction times for spoken utterances (Fry, 1975; Izdebski & Shipp,
1978; Shipp et al., 1984). The distribution above this threshold
represented 41–45% of all between-speaker intervals. These cases
were thus potentially long enough to be reactions to the cessation
of speech, or even more so to some prosodic information just
before the silence.

We also observed that 70–82% of all between-speaker intervals
(i.e. gaps and overlaps) were shorter than 500 ms, and similarly that
82–95% of all intervals were shorter than 1000 ms. Acoustic silence
thresholds at 500 ms or 1000 ms are used in many end-of-utterance
detectors in speech technology applications. Consequently, a speech
technology application using a 500 ms acoustic silence threshold
would have captured only 18–30%, and a 1000 ms threshold only
5–18% of all between-speaker intervals in the kind of conversations
represented in our material.

Generally, the similarities between the three datasets with
respect to the proportion of gaps and overlaps, the location

of distribution function modes as well as the general shape
of the distributions were striking, despite the fact that they
represented different languages as well as slightly different kinds
of conversations.

4.3. Within-speaker intervals

Table 7 presents a comparison of selected descriptive statistics
for within- and between-speaker silence durations (i.e. pauses
and gaps) in the Swedish Map Task Corpus and in the HCRC Map
Task Corpus. The Spoken Dutch Corpus is not included here, as we
do not have any pause data from that dataset.

This comparison revealed that, at least the way we define and
extract them, there were relatively more pauses than there were
gaps in both these corpora. Furthermore, pauses generally had
longer durations than gaps, no matter what measure of central
tendency was contrasted between the two.

Furthermore, an examination of the proportion of pauses and
gaps with durations of more than 500 ms, a common silence
threshold in end-of-utterance detectors, showed that such a
threshold captured 51.1% and 47.5% of all gaps, but also 59.6% and
56.0% of all pauses in the Swedish Map Task Corpus and the HCRC
Map Task Corpus, respectively. With a 1000 ms silence threshold,
the corresponding values were 29.1% and 25.1% for gaps, and
31.0% and 27.7% for pauses, for the two corpora. As there were
more pauses than gaps, both silence duration thresholds captured
more pauses than gaps also in absolute numbers.

5. Discussion

5.1. Turn-taking is less precise than is often claimed

This study indicates that the timing of turn-taking is not as
precise as is often claimed. Speaker changes are not strictly no-
gap–no-overlap and one-speaker-at-a-time. Instead, sizeable
departures from no-gap–no-overlap occur frequently, while cases
with neither gap nor overlap are very rare. The most common
between-speaker interval in all three examined corpora, as
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Fig. 4. Histograms of overlap (left) and gap (right) durations (in ms) plotted on a logarithmic (base 10) scale. Data from the Spoken Dutch Corpus.

Table 5
Frequencies and percentages of the different types of between-speaker intervals in
the Spoken Dutch Corpus (CGN), the HCRC Map Task Corpus (MTC), and the
Swedish Map Task Corpus (SMTC).

Frequency Percent

Gap Overlap No-gap–
no-overlap

Gap Overlap No-gap–
no-overlap

CGN 25,844 17,361 169 59.6 40.0 0.4
MTC 8915 6457 115 57.6 41.7 0.7
SMTC 1225 824 11 59.5 40.0 0.5

M. Heldner, J. Edlund / Journal of Phonetics 38 (2010) 555–568 563

• striking similarities across languages
• no-gap / no-overlap: less than 1% of between-speaker intervals
• overlaps: about 40% of all between-speaker intervals
• the most frequent kind of between-speaker interval is a slight gap
• 41–45% of intervals with clearly noticeable gaps (> 200ms)
• more pauses than gaps, and with longer durations
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Consequences for turn-taking models
Mattias Heldner and Jens Edlund (2010), Pauses, gaps and overlaps in conversation, Journal of Phonetics, 38:555–568.

Evidence for both projection and reaction theories:
• clear cases where the decision to start speaking cannot be a reaction

to interaction control signals near the end of the current speaker’s
speech (overlaps, gaps shorter than 200ms).

• substantial share of gaps long enough to be reactions to cessation of
speech, or to prosodic information just before the silence.

Interesting speculations:

“reaction to interaction control signals is a plausible explanation for a
significant proportion of all speaker changes in human-human conversation”

“projection is about content and understanding, rather than about timing.”

“reaction is used when the continuation of an utterance is not predictable, or,
when the next speaker for some reason wishes to wait until the current speaker
has finished and stopped talking.”
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Prediction + reaction

Stephen C. Levinson and Francisco Torreira (2015) Timing in turn-taking and its implications for processing models of
language, Frontiers in Psychology.

Levinson and Torreira Timing in turn-taking and psycholinguistics

FIGURE 3 | Sketch of the interleaving of comprehension and production in the recipient of an incoming turn.

system signals an imminent completion of the incoming turn.
Prior to that signal, it is likely that pre-articulation preparation
(requiring c. 200 ms) of the vocal apparatus would be underway –
this would include readying the vocal tract for the gestures to
be made (see Drake et al., 2014; Schaeffler et al., 2014), and the
decision to inhale prior to delivery of longer responses (Torreira
et al., 2015, this volume).

Meanwhile the comprehension system continues to check the
incoming signal for possible closure at both the syntactic and
prosodic level. As soon as there are consistent signals of linguistic
completion, a go-signal is sent to production, and any buffered
articulation released. It is likely that visual monitoring of gesture
can also be utilized for the go-signal (Duncan, 1974), but this
awaits experimental confirmation.

This model is responsive to all the constraints listed in
Section 7. What this model crucially adds is:

(a) an account of how responders can often respond with short
latencies despite the long latencies of the production system;

(b) why the corpus statistical results reliably show a modal
response with positive offsets of around 100–300 ms,
reflecting the reaction time to the turn-final prosodic cues
in the incoming turn (i.e., reaction to the go-signal, as
hypothesized by Heldner and Edlund, 2010).

The model sketch in Figure 3 is based on average, modal,
and minimal temporal latencies reported in the literature. We
would like to propose that this model is generally valid in the
most frequent scenarios. If speakers launched their responses as
early as they could without waiting for turn-final cues, we should
expect overlapping or no-gap–no-overlap transitions to be the
most common, rather than a short gap. And, if speakers typically
launched language planning only after identifying turn-final cues,
we should expect the most frequent transition times to involve at
least half a second or more rather than short gaps of 100–300 ms.

The model therefore captures the most typical turn transition
values observed in conversational corpora.

What, however, accounts for the significant number of overlap
and long gap cases observable in any conversation? A reviewer
suggests that human factors such as lack of attention, pre-
formulated agendas, and apparent involvement with actual
minimal responsiveness may all be involved, and notes that
apparent good timing may be achieved with buffers like particles.
However, the evidence is that conversation is generally more
demanding than that – for example 95% of questions get answers
(Stivers, 2010), and particles like well and uhm in English
are semiotically loaded and thus not empty buffers (Kendrick
and Torreira, 2015), while Roberts et al. (2015) failed to find
statistical differences in the timing of turns with and without
such particles. In addition, it is likely that speakers sometimes
use other turn-taking than the one sketched in Figure 3. For
example, under competition for the floor, or when responding
to highly predictable utterances, speakers may decide to launch
articulation without waiting to identify turn-final cues. In cases of
long transition latencies, speakers may not have been able to plan
the initial stages of their turn early enough to launch articulation
when the interlocutor’s turn-final cues become available. This
may indeed be due to a low attentional level on the part of the
speaker, or to the interlocutor’s turn being unclear in purpose
until its end or simply to the complexity of the response required
(Torreira et al., 2015, this volume).

8. Conclusion

This overview of work on turn-taking behavior over the
last half century shows that turn-taking is a remarkable
phenomenon, for it combines high temporal coordination
between participants with the remarkable complexity and open-
endedness of the language that fills the turns. The tension
between these two properties is reflected in the development

Frontiers in Psychology | www.frontiersin.org 14 June 2015 | Volume 6 | Article 731

Sketch of the interleaving of comprehension and production in the
recipient of an incoming turn.
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Pragmatic significance of the unexpected

Norm: little overlap, short gap.

• Lengthy silences carry semiotic significance (undesired or
unexpected response; rhetorical effect)

• Overlaps (or interruptions) may be socially loaded (sign of
dominance and authority).
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Political debate in Oct 2004

From Languagelog The Rhetoric of Silence

Jim Lehrer: Do you believe you could do a better job than President Bush in
preventing another 9/11-type terrorist attack on the United States?
John Kerry: [pause 0.278] Yes, I do. [pause 1.268] But before I answer further,
let me thank you for moderating. [pause 0.588] I want to thank the University
of Miami [pause 0.564] for hosting us.

Audio

Jim Lehrer: Mr. President, you have a ninety-second rebuttal.
George W. Bush: [pause 0.055] uh uh I- [pause 0.165] I, too, thank the
University of Miami, and [pause 0.454] and uh [pause 2.116] and say our prayers
are with [speeds up] the good people of this state, who’ve suffered a lot.

Audio
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Summary

• Empirical facts
• Models: prediction vs. reaction, prediction + reaction
• Semiotics of timing (e.g., rhetoric and social significance)
• Development and turn-taking
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